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Why this booklet
If one were to advocate that people with disabilities deserve to be a meaningful part of the community, it 
would be hard to disagree. There are a number of services and supports that promote this mission that various 
stakeholders easily agree about. People with disabilities need support, housing, transportation, etc. However, 
when the topic of employment is discussed, conversations can become controversial. We all know that work 
can provide an individual with many tangible and intangible benefits, but is it really possible for folks with 
developmental disabilities? What happens to the disability and health care benefits that a person depends on?

There are a number of mistaken beliefs about how work will impact the life of a person with a disability. Family 
members and other support professionals who have helped a person with disabilities acquire support benefits 
have often found it an arduous process. They have concerns that the relationship between working and benefits 
is too complex and steeped in risk.

The reality is that when we talk about employment for people with disabilities, the conversation does not 
boil down to the dilemma of choosing to remain unemployed in order to keep benefits, or choosing to work 
and losing everything. When someone receives cash or other benefits from the government, there are various 
work rules, sometimes called “work incentives,” that allow them to keep some or all of their benefits as they 
transition to work. In most situations, people can start to work, see how things go, and still have their benefits 
to fall back on.

A life dependent solely on government benefits will be one of poverty. If people with disabilities are to live a 
productive and fulfilling life in society, they will need to become part of the workforce. Success in the workforce 
depends on attitude: the belief that people with disabilities can succeed and benefit from working.

The Connecticut Department of Developmental Services is strongly committed to an “employment first” 
initiative for people with disabilities. The guiding principle is to expect, encourage, and develop rewarding 
employment opportunities in integrated settings in the community. Earning competitive wages in these settings 
is to be considered the first option for working-age youth and adults, regardless of their disability.

Who this booklet is for
This booklet is for you if you are…

•	 a person who gets disability benefits
•	 the parent of a person who gets disability benefits
•	 a case manager
•	 an employment support professional
•	 someone else who supports a person with a disability

If you believe that work is a good idea but you have concerns about the financial impact of going to work, this 
booklet will help you start getting the answers you need to make informed decisions about employment.

Introduction
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This booklet will help you
•	 Increase your familiarity with basic information and terminology about disability-related cash, health, 

and other benefit programs
•	 Understand the relationship between Social Security (SSA) disability and health benefits when an 

individual goes to work
•	 Maximize options when an individual who receives benefits goes to work
•	 Identify resources that can support back-to-work efforts

Making good decisions requires access to good information. The purpose of this booklet is to give a practical 
introduction about the relationship between earnings and various benefit programs and how work incentives 
can help.

IMpORTANT NOTE: This guide was designed to provide a general overview of work incentives rules 
applicable to Connecticut that were in effect when this booklet was published (June 2012). Representatives 
from various federal and state agencies may interpret their regulations differently, so this booklet should 
not substitute for professional advocacy or legal advice.
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Legislation over the past 25 years has laid the foundation for people with disabilities to be a viable and 
productive part of the community. However, lack of information, complacency, and lingering stigma on 
the part of some, including people who could play a key role in providing needed support for people 

with disabilities involving work, have slowed progress toward full community integration and inclusion.

At some point or another, you have participated in or at least heard conversations about work and disability 
benefits. Do any of these statements sound familiar? 

“A job might bring people a little extra money, but if the job doesn’t have health benefits 
they won’t be able to afford their medical bills…”

“I understand that if someone wants to work, they’d better work less than 20 hours a 
week or Social Security will take their benefits away…”

“A job might be a good idea. But what if the person works, loses his or her benefits, and 
then can’t hold on to the job? What will happen then?”

“I heard that if someone works, they should keep their earnings under $500 a month in 
order to keep their benefits…”

What these quotes all have in common is that they are a mixture of hearsay and inaccurate, out-of-date 
information. The effect of earnings on benefits depends on a number of factors, including the type of benefit, 
the amount someone earns, and, for some benefits systems, the length of time a person works. For example, 
if we look at the “20 hours a week” statement above, we would need to know what type of benefits the 
person receives, how much they earn per hour, and whether or not they incur disability-related expenses or 
have some form of special working situation. Only then can we determine what effect that job would have 
on benefits. 

While different systems have different regulations, in general these rules are not designed to push people 
off benefits, but rather to provide support while people attempt to transition toward self-sufficiency.

There are a wide variety of viewpoints, issues, and concerns involving work for people with disabilities. 
Please take a look at the following considerations about employment. Whether you are a person with a 
disability who is considering work, a relative, a case manager, an employment provider, or a guardian, 
we encourage you to review these “talking points” as a way to guide a discussion on this topic. Exploring 
perceptions, values, and attitudes is an important start. 

Why is work important to people with disabilities?
•	 Working in the community helps people overcome isolation. It creates opportunities for friendships and 

recreation, and promotes full inclusion. Work helps people establish their identity in the community.
•	 Work provides an opportunity for someone to learn new things and to develop skills and competencies, 

improving his or her overall level of functioning.
•	 Work promotes self-esteem and confidence.

Raising Expectations about Work
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•	  Real citizenship involves a meaningful connection to the social, political, and economic fabric of 
society. By becoming taxpayers, people with disabilities have a stronger voice in political matters.

What do you mean by employment?
•	 We are talking about jobs in the community at which people work side-by-side with people without 

disabilities and provide a valued service for employers and the community.
•	 People earn a prevailing wage. They have access to the same work-related benefits and opportunities 

for advancement as their counterparts without disabilities.
•	 Employment does not necessarily mean full-time or 9-5. There are a variety of ways that people can 

take their place in the workforce based on their interests and abilities as well as opportunities in the 
community. 

What is the value of work beyond the paycheck?
•	 Increasing income through working gives people more choices, including where they live and how they 

spend their free time.
•	 Active participation in the workforce can promote financial security for people as they age.
•	 Perpetual poverty contributes to increased mortality and to overall poor physical and mental health.

Why is now a good time to start?
•	 Money for many social programs and supports is being cut, and economic recovery is uncertain. What 

is the future of Social Security and Medicare? Full dependency on government benefits has its risks too. 
•	 If someone depends completely on benefits, he or she will remain perpetually poor. It is not a life 

of getting what one wants—it is a life of “getting by.” A paycheck increases choice and self-
determination.

•	 The longer a person depends on disability benefits, the less likely they are to become self-sufficient. 
It is particularly crucial for young people to develop autonomy and a positive identity as a productive 
member of society. 

What happens to benefits when someone begins to work?
•	 A popular misconception is that if people begin to earn income, they lose cash benefits, medical 

coverage, housing subsidies, and food stamps. This is not necessarily true. Earnings and benefits are 
NOT mutually exclusive.

•	 Many systems offer “work incentives.” These are special regulations that allow people to earn a 
certain amount, work for a certain period of time, and/or disregard some of their earnings before 
benefits are reduced or terminated. 

•	 People who receive Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and other Social Security Disability benefits 
have “safety nets” which may allow people to regain benefits if they are unable to maintain 
employment.
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•	 Healthcare is important to everyone. “Med-Connect” is a program that allows people with disabilities 
who work access to Medicaid coverage.

How can people succeed at competitive employment in the 
community?

•	 There are a number of traditional and non-traditional ways that people can join the workforce.
•	 The winning formula involves identifying the interests of the job seeker, finding or creating an 

employment opportunity that aligns with those interests, and then determining and implementing 
supports that will help the person stay on the job.

•	 Just like the general population, people with disabilities can succeed at self-employment and micro-
enterprises.

•	 Employment service providers can successfully assist people with a wide range of disabilities to find 
and keep satisfying work. Please take a look at the following video to see some real life examples: 
www.ct.gov/dds/lib/dds/events_2009/dds_2009_sd.wmv

Bert
Bert is 18 years old and is a senior in high school. He 
struggles with academics but he likes to work with 
his hands, building and assembling things as well 
creating art work. He once won a school prize for 
building a miniature city.

His uncle, Sidney, runs a marina. It’s very busy there 
in the summer, and he’s thinking Bert could help him 
out on a part-time basis, doing routine maintenance 
on the boats and other tasks around the marina in 
July and August. Bert’s mother really likes the idea 
but she has concerns. Bert receives SSI, and his 
mother is afraid to risk losing his monthly SSI benefits 
for a part-time summer job.

After talking with Bert’s case manager, Bert’s mother 
finds out there are benefits specialists who can 
answer questions about earnings and benefits. She 
calls Connect-to-Work and arranges an appointment. 

When they meet with the benefits specialist, they learn that when individuals who receive SSI go to work, their SSI 
check is reduced in relation to the earnings, but not terminated. In addition, since Bert is a student who is under 22 
years of age, there is a special work incentive that will allow him to earn up to $1,700 in gross earnings in any given 
month (up to $6,840/year in 2012) without reducing his SSI check at all. Since Bert will be earning less than $1,700 per 
month and his year-to-date earnings will be under $6,840, his check will not be reduced at all. 
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Mila
Mila receives an SSDI check. 
She previously had two full-
time jobs in retail that each 
lasted two months. While 
she likes to work, she had a 
lot of difficulty organizing her 
personal life around these 
jobs. Also, because of where 
she lives, transportation was 
difficult; it would sometimes 
take her almost two hours to 
get home after work. Mila 
ended up so exhausted from 
her commute that she had 
trouble performing at work, or 
she would show up to work 
unkempt because she was 
rushed in the morning trying to catch the bus.

Mila’s representative payee, Lenny, is concerned that this on-and-off work activity will jeopardize Mila’s benefits. Mila, 
however, feels strongly about having a job. They agree that the best plan is to try working part-time for a while and see 
how things go. Mila obtains a part-time job working at a school supply warehouse filling orders. In the interim, Lenny 
makes an appointment with Mila’s claims representative at Social Security and persuades Mila to accompany him.

They find out that Mila has a nine-month trial work period where she gets to keep her full SSDI check, and her 
paycheck, regardless of what she earns. Based on the work she has done so far, Mila has five months left in her trial work 
period. The claims representative explains that after those five months are over, Mila can still be eligible for an SSDI 
check for at least three years if she is unable to earn over substantial gainful activity. In 2012, the substantial gainful 
activity amount for individuals with disabilities other than blindness is $1,010. This amount can change annually. 

The claims representative gives Mila and Lenny information about an additional safety net called expedited 
reinstatement. Even if Mila works enough to eventually lose her SSDI, she has a five-year period during which she can 
regain her SSDI if she is unable to maintain employment because of her disability. The claims representative emphasizes 
that Lenny must regularly report Mila’s income to Social Security as she transitions back to work in order to avoid 
problems involving benefits. 

The claims representative explains that Mila will keep her Medicare during the trial work period and the extended 
period of eligibility as well as for a number of years after. Mila also gets Medicaid benefits, so the claims 
representative recommends that Mila and Lenny go to the Department of Social Services to find out about how working 
may affect Mila’s healthcare and eligibility for support services. He knows about a program called MED-Connect that 
allows people with disabilities who work access to Medicaid benefits, but wants to make sure that Mila and Lenny have 
all the facts. 

The bottom line here is that if Mila continues to work part-time earning less than substantial gainful activity (SGA=$1,010 
in 2012) she will continue to receive SSDI. Plus she can remain eligible for healthcare as well. If she is able to earn more, 
say by working full-time at the warehouse, there are ways she can regain her benefits if she can’t sustain that kind of 
work. There are also options available to ensure that she has health insurance coverage. 
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The Basics of Disability Benefits and Work
Before we begin this section, let’s take a look at some key fundamentals involving benefits and work:

•	 It is very important to know what benefit(s) a person receives. For example, earnings will affect an SSI check 
and SSDI check differently.

•	 Not all work incentives apply to both benefit programs.
•	 In the majority of situations, monthly gross earnings (pay before taxes) are used when calculating income for 

purposes of benefit eligibility.
•	 Reporting work activity to Social Security is required at all times.

Probably the most important thing to remember about work incentives is the guiding principle behind them. They 
are designed to encourage individuals who receive benefits to go to work. 

Social Security pays benefits to people who have difficulty working because of a disability. Their definition of “disabled” is 
a medically determinable impairment that has lasted or is expected to last at least one year or result in death. One of the 
factors used to determine eligibility for these benefits is whether or not a person can engage in what’s called Substantial 
Gainful Activity (SGA). This is a level of work activity that involves earnings and other considerations. Generally, people 
must have earnings that are less than SGA to be eligible. In 2012, the SGA level for individuals with disabilities is $1,010 
per month, and $1,690 per month for those 
who are blind.

Social Security supports the efforts 
of Social Security Disability Insurance 
(SSDI) and Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI) beneficiaries who want to 
work through a number of employment 
support provisions commonly referred 
to as work incentives. We will discuss 
the most commonly used incentives 
here. You may also want to see if the 
beneficiaries you are working with 
are eligible for counseling involving 
benefits and work incentives through the 
Connect to Work Center:  
(800) 773-4636. They may be able to 
provide individualized assistance to help 
an individual understand how earnings 
will impact their benefits. 

At right is an overview of the 
relationship between key benefits  
and earnings. 

Work Incentive Fundamentals

Benefit Eligibility Basics Relation to Earnings
Supplemental 
Security Income 

Has a disability

Low income

Resources under $2000

Earnings below the Substantial 
Gainful Activity (SGA) level of 
$1,010 at the time of application 
(does not apply to individuals who 
are blind)

SSI is reduced in proportion to an 
individual’s income; as earnings 
increase, SSI decreases.

Social Security 
Disability 
Insurance (also 
Childhood 
Disability 
Benefits)

Has a disability

Earnings below the SGA level of 
$1,010 per month ($1,690 for blind 
people)

Based on contributions to Social 
Security through payroll earnings

People receive full SSDI or no SSDI 
depending on how long they work 
and how much they earn.

Medicaid Has a disability & is between 18 
& 65

Low income (may spend-down for 
eligibility)

In CT, resources under $1600 
($10,000 for MED-Connect)

People who are eligible for SSI 
may retain Medicaid in excess of 
standard income limits. Working 
people with disabilities may also 
participate in MED-Connect.

Medicare SSDI beneficiaries are eligible after 
a 24-month period

Premiums required for Parts B  
and D

May retain coverage regardless 
of earnings based on continuing 
disability status and length of 
employment
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Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI) and Work
These are benefits for people considered 
“disabled” by Social Security standards who 
have low incomes and low resources (less than 
$2000). The amount of SSI someone is eligible 
for may vary based on his or her earned and 
unearned income and living situation. SSI cash 
benefits are adjusted in a ratio to other income; 
they decrease as earnings from work increase. 
When an individual goes to work, Social Security 
(SSA) uses gross earnings to decide how much 
to subtract from the SSI check. Here is how the 
amount is generally figured: 

•	 The first $20 in unearned income and then 
the first $65 in earnings is excluded from 
gross earnings. This means SSA generally 
doesn’t count the first $85 of income. 

•	 Next, SSA takes the remaining figure and 
divides that by two. This means that for 
every $2 of earnings, SSA only counts $1.

•	 This total amount is “countable income.” It 
is subtracted from the amount of the original 
SSI check. 

•	 The remaining amount is the person’s 
adjusted monthly SSI payment.

This means that for every $2 the person’s pay 
increases, the SSI decreases only $1. If the pay 
decreases for some reason, the SSI will increase 
in relation to it. If the person earns enough, 
eventually the SSI check will be reduced zero. 
This is often called the “break-even point.” 

Unearned Income
Unearned Income is all income from 
sources other than earnings; for 
example, SSDI payments, unemployment 
benefits, lottery winnings, dividends, 
insurance proceeds, etc. After the $20 
exclusion, unearned income will reduce 
the SSI check dollar for dollar.

Going to Work on SSI
Lester is 29 years old and rents 
a room from his uncle. He also 
receives PCA services through 
Medicaid to help him get ready 
in the morning. Lester just 
began working 15 to 20 hours 
per week in the mailroom at 
a hospital, and earns $10 per 
hour. His gross earnings are 
about $715/month. Before he 
started working, he received 
an SSI check of $698 each 
month. How will the earnings 
affect Lester’s SSI benefits?

MONTHly INCOME pRIOR TO WORkING

SSI benefit $698.00
Work earnings +0.00
Total income $698.00

MONTHly INCOME ONCE lESTER IS WORkING

Step 1: Calculate countable income

Work earnings (gross) $715.00 
Earned & Unearned Exclusions - 85.00 
Remaining  $630.00
Divide by 2       ÷  2 
Total countable income $315.00

Step 2: SSI Adjustment

SSI benefit $698.00
Total countable income - 315.00
Adjusted SSI payment $383.00

Step 3: Total Income

Work earnings $ 715.00
Adjusted SSI payment + 383.00
Combined Income $1,098.00 

Lester’s overall income is significantly higher when he is working. While 
his SSI check has been reduced, when his adjusted SSI payment and his 
earnings are added, his income is increased by $400 per month to $1,098. 
Because Lester is still receiving a monthly cash benefit from SSI, he will 
keep his Medicaid coverage as well. 

There are also a number of work incentives that can be used to help an 
individual go back to work to increase earnings. These will be discussed 
later in this booklet. 
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Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) and Work
People receive Social Security Disability Insurance benefits based on previous earnings, so monthly amounts 
vary. SSDI work rules are different from SSI. Unlike the SSI program where benefits decrease in proportion to 
earnings, a person receiving SSDI either gets the full cash benefit or no benefit at all. This depends on how long 
they have worked and how much they earn. Here are some of the key features.

THE TRIAl WORk pERIOD (TWp) 
The Trial Work Period (TWP) is a period of nine months during which individuals can work and still get their 
full SSDI check and Medicare, regardless of how much money they earn. The TWP gives beneficiaries the 
opportunity to test their ability to work and still get their cash benefits. 

Any month in which a person earns more than $720 (2012 figure) counts as a TWP month. The nine months can be 
consecutive (one after the other) or accumulate over a five-year period. After the TWP, an individual will generally 
receive a disability review from Social Security and will automatically enter the Extended Period of Eligibility (EPE).

ExTENDED pERIOD OF ElIGIBIlITy (EpE)
Many people worry about going to work because they are concerned that they may earn enough to lose their 
benefits and then not be able to maintain a job. The Extended Period of Eligibility (EPE) makes it easier for people 
to regain cash benefits during a determined period of time after they start working. 

The EPE starts right after the nine-month Trial Work Period and lasts for 36 
months (three years). During the 36-month EPE, the individual does not receive an 
SSDI payment for any month in which earnings are more than Substantial Gainful 
Activity ($1,010 in 2012). When earnings fall below SGA, the individual will be 
eligible to receive an SSDI benefit. 

The first time individuals begin to earn more than SGA after the nine-month TWP 
ends, they will receive their check for three additional months. This three-month 
period is called the “grace period.” 

Here are some key time frames:

•	 After the grace period ends, benefits will be suspended for any months that 
earnings are above SGA. 

•	 During the EPE, the person will be eligible for a check when monthly 
earnings are below the SGA level. 

•	 After the EPE ends, if a person’s earnings remain above the SGA level, they 
will no longer be eligible for cash benefits. On the other hand, if earnings 
remain less than SGA level, month after month, the cash benefits will 
continue.

There are work incentive provisions that may help people retain their SSDI cash 
benefits even if gross earnings (pay before deductions) exceed SGA. These are included later in this publication. It is 
important to remember that Medicare benefits continue even if the individual is not receiving an SSDI benefit. 

Report Earnings
In order to take maximum advantage of 
the work incentive provisions, people 
who receive either SSI or SSDI should 
always notify the Social Security 
Administration if their income changes, 
particularly from earnings.

Expedited Reinstatement
Sometimes there is concern that if an 
individual earns enough that they no 
longer receive cash benefits, they may 
not be able to get them back. There 
is a work incentive called Expedited 
Reinstatement (see section on “Safety 
Nets”) that will allow an individual to 
regain benefits if they are unable to 
work because of their disability. 
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CHIlDHOOD DISABIlITy BENEFITS (CDB)
When people work and contribute to the Social 
Security system, this also provides protection for their 
family. A person who is “disabled” prior to the age of 
22 may be eligible for Childhood Disability Benefits 
if a parent is deceased, retired, or “disabled.” CDB 
recipients get benefits based on their parents’ work 
history and contribution to the Social Security system 
(e.g., F.I.C.A.) instead of their own work record. They 
also have to meet other special criteria. 

CDB beneficiaries are like SSDI beneficiaries in that 
they are eligible for Medicare. They also can use the 
same work incentives as SSDI beneficiaries. However, 
if benefits are terminated there are different rules for 
reinstating CDB benefits depending upon the situation. 
A beneficiary’s marital status can also affect eligibility 
for these benefits.

CONCURRENT BENEFICIARIES
Some people receive both SSI and SSDI and/or CDB. 
This is generally because the amount of the Social 
Security Disability benefit is low and the individual 
meets the SSI income eligibility requirements. 
Individuals who receive both benefits will be able 
to use the work incentives that are relevant to each 
specific benefit. For example, they could be using trial 
work months and retaining their entire SSDI check, 
while at the same time collecting a partial SSI check 
that was adjusted based on those same earnings.

What adds complexity here is that the amount of SSDI 
received will influence the amount of SSI received. 
So if an individual completes their trial work period 
and is earning above SGA, they may stop receiving 
an SSDI check but may continue to receive an SSI 
check depending upon their earnings; in some cases 
there could even be an increase in the SSI check. 
These calculations can be complicated, so it is 
strongly recommended that people who are concurrent 
beneficiaries see a benefits specialist or talk to their 
claims representative to gain a better understanding.

Going to Work on SSDI
Belinda is 35 years old and receives an SSDI check of 
$700 per month. She started working 30 hours per week 
and earns $10 per hour working as an office assistant. Her 
monthly gross income is $1,200. 

This is Belinda’s first job so she had not used any of her trial 
work period. So, for the first nine months that she works, she 
will receive both her paycheck and her full SSDI check. After 
her nine-month trial work period ends, Belinda will enter 
the 36-month Extended Period of Eligibility (EPE). Belinda’s 
earnings will exceed the SGA limit of $1010; however, she 
will continue to receive her check during the three-month 
grace period. Belinda will stop receiving an SSDI check after 
the grace period. So for her first 12 months of work, she will 
receive both her earnings and her SSDI check. 

For the next 33 months, if Belinda’s earnings stop or drop 
below SGA, her SSDI benefits can be reinstated. At the 
end of Belinda’s EPE, her SSDI benefits will terminate if her 
earnings at any time exceed SGA. 

Monthly income before working

SSDI  $700.00
Earnings +0.00
Total income   $700.00

Monthly income during the first 12 months

SSDI                $700.00
Earnings        + $1,200.00 
Combined income  $1,900.00

Monthly income after 12 months (9 month TWp and 3 
month grace period)

SSDI         $0.00
Earnings           + $1,200.00 
Monthly  income   $1,200.00

For the first 12 months that Belinda works, she will have 
$1,200 more income than she had before she went to work. 
Once her SSDI stops, she will continue to have $500 more in 
income per month than she did before she went to work. 

Remember the safety net. If Belinda is unable to maintain 
the SGA earnings after the Trial Work Period, her SSDI 
benefits can be reinstated at any time within the next three 
years. Belinda will also keep her Medicare for at least 93 
months after the TWP, and is eligible to get additional health 
care through the MED-Connect program.
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Earnings and Medical Coverage

Medicare & Earnings
Medicare is a federal program that provides health coverage to individuals who receive SSDI and other 
Social Security benefits. Generally, beneficiaries must be receiving SSDI for 24 months before receiving 
Medicare. Individuals who receive just SSI do not receive Medicare.

There are three parts of Medicare that are most relevant to people with disabilities:

•	 Part A, which covers hospitalization
•	 Part B, which covers outpatient services and medical supplies
•	 Part D, which helps cover prescriptions

There are costs are associated with Medicare. Most beneficiaries don’t pay a premium for Part A. Medicare 
Part B and Part D require that a premium be paid. 

There is a work incentive for SSDI (and CDB) beneficiaries that allows them keep their Medicare coverage 
for 93 months (at least) after the end of the Trial Work Period, even if they don’t receive an SSDI cash 
benefit. After this free Medicare Part A benefit ends, individuals can buy Medicare Part A, in addition to Part 
B and Part D, by paying a premium. If they never earn above SGA, they will continue to keep their Medicare 
even past the 93 months.

Some people with Medicare can get help with paying their Medicare B premiums, co-pays, and deductibles 
through the state. This is often referred to as the Medicare Savings Program. The amount of income a person 
has will determine whether these costs will be covered. Some beneficiaries have their Part B premiums paid 
for through this program and may not even be aware of it. People who start to work may continue to have 
these premiums covered. If their income continues to increase, at some point they may have to pay this 
monthly premium out-of-pocket. To learn more, visit www.ct.gov/dss/cwp/view.asp?Q=451370&A=2345 
or contact the Department of Social Services at 1-800-842-1508.

Medicaid & Earnings
Medicaid, often referred to as Title 19, is funded by federal and state monies and provides health coverage 
to people with low income. In Connecticut, it is run by the Department of Social Services (DSS) and pays for 
many, but not all, health care services. Covered services include doctor visits, prescription drugs, hospital 
care, laboratory services, home health care, nursing home care, and more. Individuals can become eligible 
for Medicaid or keep their Medicaid benefits even though they are earning money. If a beneficiary is eligible 
for Medicaid and begins to work, there are programs that help them keep their health coverage.

SSI & 1619(B)
People who receive SSI in Connecticut may also be eligible for Medicaid depending on their income and 
resources. If a person was eligible for Medicaid and continues to need the coverage, but their income 
increased beyond standard Medicaid limits because of earnings, the 1619(b)  provision (known as S04 in 

http://www.ct.gov/dss/cwp/view.asp?Q=451370&A=2345
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CT) may allow the working SSI beneficiary to continue to be covered by Medicaid. The person will retain 
this coverage until his or her annual income exceeds the Connecticut “threshold amount.” The Connecticut 
threshold amount for 2012 is $68,132; it changes yearly. 

MED-CONNECT (MEDICAID FOR THE EMplOyED DISABlED) 
This program allows individuals who are working to increase their earnings while maintaining needed 
medical and personal assistance services typically available through Medicaid. Individuals who receive SSI 
or SSDI, or who have a significant disability that meets the state’s standards, are eligible for full Medicaid 
coverage through this program. To participate, the person must:

•	 Have earnings from a job or self-employment that are considered “taxable” by the IRS
•	 Have income of no more than $75,000 per year (above that income limit, you may still qualify, if you 

have impairment-related work expenses)
•	 Have liquid assets, such as bank accounts, not exceeding $10,000 ($15,000 for a couple)

Individuals who have total income that is less than 200% of the Federal Poverty Income guideline will pay 
no premium. People who have income that exceeds that figure will pay a sliding-scale premium of 10% of 
income above that amount. In addition, individuals who receive Medicaid benefits through MED-Connect and 
who experience a job loss can retain their eligibility for up to one year if: 

•	 the job loss was due to a health crisis or involuntary dismissal, and the individual intends to return to 
work after the crisis has passed, or

•	 the individual is looking for new employment.

You can find out more about Med-Connect through the Department of Social Services. Call 211 for a local 
office, or 866-844-1903 for an application.

key Work Incentives 
There are a number of work incentives that can help people with disabilities return to work. Here are a few.

Work Incentive How it Helps
Impairment-Related  
Work Expenses (IRWE)

Individuals can deduct expenses related to work if they need them 
because of their disability.

plan for Achieving  
Self-Support (pASS)

Individuals can save money for a work goal and it won’t count against 
their SSI eligibility.

Subsidies and  
Special Conditions

Social Security considers an individual’s work circumstance before 
determining SGA.

Blind Work Expenses Individuals who receive SSI and are blind are able to deduct expenses 
related to work. Expenses do not have to be disability-related.
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Impairment-Related Work Expenses 
(IRWE)
Both SSI and SSDI beneficiaries are eligible for this work 
incentive. SSA will deduct the cost of certain impairment-
related items and services that you need to work from 
gross earnings when they calculate “countable earnings” 
in relation to your SSI or SSDI benefits. These expenses 
can include specialized transportation costs, attendant care 
services, job coaching, medical devices, prosthesis, etc. 

In order to qualify as an IRWE:

•	 The item(s) or service(s) must enable the person  
to work.

•	 The item(s) or service(s) must be needed because of 
a physical or mental impairment.

•	 The costs for the item(s) or service(s) are out-of-
pocket by the beneficiary and not reimbursed by 
another source.

•	 The cost(s) for these must be “reasonable.”
•	 These expenses must be documented (keep receipts) 

and reported to SSA to qualify for the exclusion.

The key here is that the expense must be related to the 
disability and help the person work. For example, Cori 
gets a job in a warehouse. Everyone who works there is 
required to have work shoes that have steel toes. While it 
is true that this is a work expense, since everyone who 
works there must have these shoes, the purchase is not 
related to disability, so it does not qualify as an IRWE. 
James works in an office with bright florescent lights. 
He has a visual disability making his eyes extremely 
sensitive to light so he needs to purchase tinted lens for 
his glasses. This is a work expense that is related to his 
disability and does qualify as an IRWE.

•	 For SSDI Beneficiaries The IRWE is excluded 
from earnings dollar for dollar. If someone is earning 
above the SGA level, the IRWE may be enough 
that it brings the countable earnings below SGA, 
allowing that person to keep their SSDI check. 

•	 For SSI Beneficiaries The IRWE amount is factored 
in to the SSI calculation and reduces the amount of 
countable income when reducing the SSI check.

Using an IRWE on SSDI
Thaddeus receives an 
SSDI check for $800 
a month. He works 
as a parking lot 
attendant and earns 
$1,150 a month. His 
disability is such 
that he is unable 
to travel by public 
transit, and he has 
a seizure disorder 
so he is unable to 
drive. He pays a 
driver $175 a month 
for transportation 
because of his 
disability.

Normally, Thaddeus 
would have earnings 
exceeding SGA ($1,010 for 2012), so after the nine-month 
TWP and the Grace Period, he would stop getting his SSDI 
check. However, since his special transportation qualifies as 
an Impairment-Related Work Expense, it will be deducted from 
his earnings when considering whether he is working at SGA. 
Since the IRWE reduces his countable income to less than SGA, 
he keeps his $800 SSDI check and his pay, so his gross income 
exceeds $1,700 a month. 

Monthly Income with an IRWE

Monthly earnings          $1,150.00
IRWE (Specialized transportation) -$175.00
Countable income             $975.00
          (Less than SGA, so he keeps his SSDI check)

Monthly earnings          $1,150.00
SSDI Benefit +$800.00
Combined income           $1,950.00 
Out-of-Pocket (payment for IRWE)            - $175.00 
Monthly Income           $1,775.00
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plan for Achieving Self-Support 
(pASS)
A PASS is a work incentive that allows an SSI 
recipient to set aside money, like earnings or other 
income, for expenses to achieve a work goal. If 
SSDI beneficiaries want to participate in PASS, 
they would need to be willing to set aside excess 
resources and enough of their SSDI benefits in their 
PASS to became eligible for SSI payments. 

These set-aside funds will not be counted when 
determining a person’s eligibility or the amount 
of their SSI cash benefit. It also does not count 
towards the $2000 limit on resources ($3000 for 
couples) for the SSI program. PASS plans can be 
developed to set aside money to pay for expenses 
such as the cost of education and training (and 
related child care), job coaching, transportation, 
initial costs for purchasing a car or van, clothes for 
a job, items to start a business, and equipment to 
do a job, if they are needed to achieve the work 
goal identified in the PASS. 

In order to start a PASS, an individual must 
complete an application (form SSA-545-BK) and 
then the Social Security Administration must 
approve the plan. A PASS is time-limited, based 
upon the time frame that is outlined in the approved 
plan. Key points include:

•	 The plan must have a work goal that helps the 
individual move toward self-sufficiency.

•	 Typically, they are approved for 18-month 
blocks of time. 

•	 A person can use PASS funds for one or more 
expenses, and at the same time use IRWE for 
other work-related expenses not covered by 
the PASS.

Social Security has teams of specialists called 
PASS cadres who are available for advice. WIPA 
specialists can also help prepare applications. 

Using an IRWE on SSI
Ya Ling works for 
a company that 
provides inventory 
services for retail 
centers. Before she 
began working, her 
only income was a 
monthly SSI benefit 
of $698. Since she 
needs to travel to 
and from different 
locations, a job 
coach periodically 
accompanies and 
guides her in the use 
of public transportation. In addition, some of the inventory jobs 
are more complicated than others so Ya Ling sometimes needs 
additional assistance from the job coach. She pays for this herself, 
and it can cost up to $300 a month. 

SSI takes this IRWE into consideration when calculating Ya Ling’s 
countable income. She generally earns $1,185 in gross pay a 
month. Here are her countable earnings with an IRWE.

Monthly Income with an IRWE

Step 1: Calculate countable income

Monthly earnings $1,185.00
Income exclusions -$85.00
Remaining $1,100.00
IRWE (Job coach) -  $300.00
Remaining $800.00
Divide by 2 -$400.00
Countable income $400.00

Step 2: SSI Adjustment

SSI Benefit $698.00
Countable earnings -400.00
Adjusted SSI benefit $298.00

Step 3: Monthly income

Monthly earnings $1,185.00
SSI Benefit +$298.00
Combined income $1,483.00
Out-of-pocket (payment for IRWE) -$300.00
Monthly income $1,183.00

Even after paying for a job coach to assist her on the job, Ya Ling 
still has $485 of additional income each month because of work.
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Subsidies and Special Conditions 
Subsidies and special conditions are considerations used 
by SSA when determining if a beneficiary is engaging in 
SGA. Subsidies and special conditions are most relevant 
to SSDI beneficiaries. Social Security does not consider 
subsidies and special conditions when adjusting a 
person’s SSI payments based on earnings.

Subsidies and special conditions may apply when an 
employee receives supports on the job that may help 
them earn more pay than the actual value of the work the 
person performs. In these situations, SSA may decide to 
only count earnings that represent the real value of the 
work performed, rather than the actual rate of pay, when 
determining whether the individual is performing SGA. 

Social Security will determine the value of the person’s 
work in these situations based on information from the 
employer and/or other involved parties (e.g., job coach or 
vocational provider). This can be an important because 
people working under these special circumstances may 
be able to have gross earnings that exceed SGA, but still 
be allowed to keep their SSDI check. 

Blind Work Expenses
SSI beneficiaries who are blind can exclude expenses 
needed for work from their gross earned income when 
Social Security decides on the amount of their SSI check. 
Blind Work Expenses are different from Impairment-
Related Work Expenses because they do not have to be 
related to the individual’s disability. These exclusions are 
comprehensive and include transportation to and from 
work, federal and state income taxes, Social Security 
taxes, union dues, translation of materials into Braille, 
guide dog expenses, childcare, and costs of meals 
consumed at work. These expenses must be documented 
and reported to SSA to qualify for the exclusion. 

Unlike an IRWE for SSI, when Blind Work Expenses 
are calculated they result in the expense being 
excluded $1 for $1. 

Blind Work Expenses
Before starting her new 
job, Summer received 
an SSI check of $698 
per month. She recently 
started working and 
earns $685 per month. 
When Summer adds 
up her expenses for 
working including her 
taxes on wages, her 
lunches, and the cost of 
her bus fare, her total 
costs related to work 
add up to $180 a month. 
As you can see here, 
Summer keeps most 
of her SSI and her pay. 
Even after considering her work expenses, Summer will have 
$385 in additional income each month. 

Monthly Income with a Blind Work Expense (BWE)

Step 1: Calculate countable income

Monthly earnings $685.00
Income exclusions -$85.00
Remaining $600.00
Divide by 2 -$300.00
 $300.00
BWE -$180.00
Countable income $120.00

Step 2: SSI Adjustment

SSI Benefit $698.00
Countable earnings -120.00
Adjusted SSI benefit $578.00

Step 3: Monthly income

Monthly earnings $685.00
SSI Benefit +$578.00
Combined Income $1,263.00
Out-of-Pocket -$180.00
Monthly Income  $1083.00
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Issues Relevant to youth

What Happens When a young person Turns 18? 
The first milestone that you should be aware of is the review that SSI beneficiaries undergo when they turn 18. During 
this review, the Social Security Administration reevaluates the individual’s eligibility using medical standards designed 
for adults. 

The disability standards for children are different from those for adults. If Social Security decides the young person is 
not “disabled” under adult standards, this would result in a termination of SSI benefits and related work incentives. 
If the individual files an appeal within 10 days along with a request that benefits be continued, they may be able to 
retain the SSI benefits through the appeals process.

There are several things that young people and their families may want to think about to help them prepare for the 
future. It pays to start this process before one turns 18. This checklist below is adapted from a more detailed version 
developed by Virginia Commonwealth University called “Age 18 Benefits Check-Up for Youth Transition Demonstration 
Participants.” It can help other young people and their families prepare for benefit changes that may occur at age 18. 

Key considerations include: 

•	 Who can provide evidence of their disability to Social Security for the Age 18 Review?
•	 Who will the individual live with (e.g., alone, or with family or roommates) and how will that affect the 

amount of their SSI check?
•	 Will the individual’s income or resources change when they turn 18? For example, will the individual 

inherit money or lose other public benefits or child support?
•	 Can the individual manage their own benefits, or do they need a representative payee or guardian? 
•	 Who can help the individual achieve their employment and other goals? 
•	 If they have a work goal, do they have income or resources to contribute towards a PASS plan? 
•	 Is the individual actively pursuing work-related goals? 

Retaining Support Benefits: Continued payments under Section 301 
Social Security has a special program that allows beneficiaries receiving benefits who are actively pursuing 
work-related goals to keep their cash and medical benefits, even when Social Security has decided that they 
are “not disabled.” This incentive is often referred to as the Section 301 provision. To decide whether an 
individual is eligible, Social Security reviews each case individually and decides whether someone’s vocational 
activities are likely to prevent him or her from needing disability benefits in the future. 

This incentive may be particularly relevant to people who are being reviewed by Social Security at age 18 who may not 
meet the “adult” standard of disability. Young people will automatically meet this requirement if they are between the 
ages of 18 and 21 and have an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) in place that meets certain standards. 

Young people may also meet this requirement if they are participating in an “appropriate” vocational rehabilitation 
program prior to the date that Social Security decided that they were “not disabled” under the adult disability 
standards and for at least two months afterwards. Social Security looks at each vocational program individually to 
decide whether it is “appropriate” and to determine whether it is likely to prevent a person from seeking disability 
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benefits in the future. Note that benefits will stop once the 
vocational rehabilitation program is completed. 

A few examples of vocational plans and programs that might be 
included in this category are: 

•	 A Plan for Achieving Self-Support 
•	 An Individual Plan for Employment (IPE) with the Bureau 

of Rehabilitation Services (BRS), the state vocational 
rehabilitation agency in Connecticut 

•	 An Individual Work Plan (IWP) with a Ticket to Work 
Employment Network 

•	 A program of vocational rehabilitation, employment, 
or other support services under a similar Individualized 
Written Employment Plan with a federal agency, One-Stop 
Career Center/delivery system, or other provider approved 
by SSA (such as a public, private, or parochial school) 

Student Earned Income Exclusion (SEIE) 
The Student Earned Income Exclusion is a work incentive that 
allows qualified young people who are regularly attending school to 
exclude more earnings than would typically be allowed.

When the SSI recipient is a student under the age of 22, Social 
Security can exclude up to $1,700 of earnings a month from 
his or her countable earnings for SSI purposes. The maximum 
annual exclusion is $6,840 (2012 figures). These amounts can 
change annually to keep up with inflation. To qualify for this 
exclusion, the student must be: 

•	 In college or university for at least eight hours a week, or 
•	 In grades 7–12 for at least 12 hours a week, or 
•	 In a training course to prepare for employment for at least 

12 hours a week (15 hours a week in a course involving 
shop practice)

Students may be eligible for the SEIE if they are in school for 
less time than indicated above due to reasons beyond their 
control, such as illness. In addition, a homebound student may 
be eligible for this exclusion in some circumstances. Contact 
a local Social Security representative, benefits specialist, or 
legal advocate for more information. The SEIE requires a formal 
request, along with submission of documentation.

Clara Uses a Student Earned Income 
Exclusion (SEIE)
Clara is a 17-year-old high school student who lives with her 
parents. Because she is under 18, some of her parents’ income 
is deemed to be available to her. Clara receives a monthly SSI 
check of $385.25. 
She has a part-time 
job after school. 
She works twelve 
hours per week and 
earns $8.50 per 
hour. 

Clara, with help 
from her parents, 
applied to the 
Social Security 
Administration and 
was approved for 
a Student Earned 
Income Exclusion. This allows her to exclude her earnings up 
to $1,700 per month (up to a total of $6,840 per year) from her 
countable income for SSI. As a result, Clara will almost double 
her monthly income by working. 

Monthly Income with SEIE

Step 1: Calculate countable income

Monthly earnings $408.00
SEIE exclusions -$408.00
Countable income  $0

Step 2: SSI Adjustment

SSI Benefit $385.25
Countable earnings  -0
Adjusted SSI benefit $385.25

Step 3: Monthly income

Monthly earnings $408.00
SSI Benefit +$385.25
Monthly income $793.25

Encouraging young people to pursue work is crucial. The longer 
someone remains dependent on benefits, the less likely they are 
to become self-sufficient. This incentive can help young people 
to take their rightful place in the workforce and pursue satisfying 
careers. Learn more about this and other incentives at www.
socialsecurity.gov/work. 

http://www.socialsecurity.gov/work
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/work
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Overview of Other public Benefits and Work
The majority of people with disabilities served by DDS receive SSI and/or SSDI benefits. However, there are a 
number of other subsidy and entitlement programs that provide important supports. Many of these programs 
also have work rules that may be of help.

Connecticut State Supplement
Administered by the Connecticut Department of Social Services (DSS), this program provides monthly payments 
to people with low income (maximum income is three times the federal SSI rate) and resources (less than 
$1600). It is primarily for people who receive SSI and/or a low Social Security benefit. People with limited 
income from another source may also qualify for the State Supplement program. 

The amount a person receives is based on his or her living situation, his or her personal needs, and actual costs up 
to a maximum rate established by the state. People receiving the State Supplement are automatically eligible for 
Medicaid to cover medical expenses. There are also work incentives that can ease the transition to self-sufficiency.

When individuals begin to work, they don’t necessarily lose their state supplement; it is reduced in proportion 
to the amount of income they are receiving. This includes both earned and unearned income. 

•	 The first $65 of earned income is excluded.
•	 The supplement is then reduced by $1 for every $2 the person earns.

In addition, the person can also exclude some of their unearned income based on their living situation. The 
calculation is a little complex, so people who receive the State Supplement would benefit by working through 
this with a representative from the Department of Social Services or possibly a benefits specialist from the 
Connect to Work Center.

State Supplement recipients can also take advantage of the use of Impairment-Related Work Expenses 
(calculated in the same way as SSI). They may also exclude the income that is set aside for use in a Plan for 
Achieving Self-Support. If you would like to find out more about the State Supplement, visit the DSS website: 
www.ct.gov/dss/cwp/view.asp?a=2353&q=305152

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance program 
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly known as Food Stamps, helps low-income 
individuals and families pay the cost of food they need to stay healthy, and be productive members of 
society. Eligibility for and the amount of SNAP depends on income and family size. There are special income 
considerations made for seniors and people with disabilities so that net income is used when calculating the 
amount of SNAP. Recipients can also have up to $2000 in resources.

While people with disabilities are not required to work to participate in SNAP, if they do work they are eligible 
for an Earned Income Deduction. This means that 20% of gross countable earned income is excluded in 
determining eligibility for food stamps. In addition, beneficiaries who are participating in PASS are able to 
exclude this income when DSS determines eligibility for SNAP.

Visit www.ct.gov/dss/cwp/view.asp?a=2353&q=320232 or call 800-842-1508 to find out more.

http://www.ct.gov/dss/cwp/view.asp?a=2353&q=305152
http://www.ct.gov/dss/cwp/view.asp?a=2353&q=320232
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Housing
People with disabilities are often eligible for a variety of supports involving housing. Some of these are 
housing subsidies, and others provide income that help people live in the community. These supports are 
associated with federal or state programs and others are exclusive to people who receive services from 
DDS. Housing rules are very complex. 

Some types of housing funds or subsidies will disregard a percentage of a person’s wages; others will 
reduce the support funds $1 for $1 based on earned and other income. It is best for a person who receives 
help with housing to contact the funding source directly and enlist the support of WIPA in order to make 
sense of regulations and incentives. 

We will introduce you to a few basic concepts regarding housing.

Section 8
The Section 8 Program was developed by HUD to provide rental subsidies for eligible individuals and 
families (including single people with a disability) with low income residing in apartments in the community. 
In general, income may not exceed 50% of the median income for the county or metropolitan area of 
residence. HUD is required to reserve 75% of vouchers for applicants whose incomes do not exceed 30% of 
the area median income.

In the Section 8 program, a “disabled family” or “disabled household” is defined as a household whose 
head, co-head, spouse, or sole member is a person with a disability. The Section 8 support generally relevant 
to people with disabilities is referred to as a Housing Choice Voucher.

Generally, individuals with these vouchers pay 30% of their income toward rent and the rest is subsidized. 
However, workers with disabilities may be able to take advantage of a Mandatory Earned Income Disregard 
from Annual Income. It works like this. If a person was previously unemployed for twelve months prior to 
starting work or worked less than 10 hours a week for 50 weeks at the established minimum wage during 
that time period, HUD will exclude 100% of their earnings for the first 12 months of work. This means that 
even though they have more income, the earnings will not increase their rent during that time. Next, HUD 
will then exclude 50% of earned income for the following 12 months. HUD counts the months cumulatively, 
not consecutively. 

There are two points that are worth emphasizing:

•	 If an individual is just beginning to work, their rent will not increase in direct relation to their earnings 
for first year.

•	 Individuals pay 30% of their countable income toward rent. If they eventually earn enough that 30% of 
their income equals the “fair market” value of the rental in that area of residence, in other words 30% 
of their income actually covers the rent, then they may no longer get the subsidy. 

You may wish to contact DSS for more information at 1-800-842-1508. 
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DDS Supports for Community living
DDS provides individuals with the services and supports necessary to participate in community life. Two 
common arrangements are Community Training Homes (CTH) and Community Living Arrangements (CLA).

Community Training Homes (CTH) A CTH is not a group home. It’s a family that shares their home with an 
individual(s) who is eligible for services from the department. The CTH is licensed and they receive a tax-free 
room and board rate established by DSS and a tax-free monthly stipend from DDS to cover additional costs 
of care.

Community living Arrangements (ClA) CLAs, also known as group homes, are operated by DDS regions 
or private agencies, and offer individuals opportunities to live in typical community housing. Homes are small 
in size and generally serve six or fewer individuals. To capture federal reimbursement, the majority of CLA 
residences are enrolled under a Medicaid Home and Community Based Waiver.

People with disabilities who live in these settings receive funding from DDS (a room and board rate), which 
subsidizes the person’s rent and provides them with modest spending money. This system does not provide 
work incentives as discussed in other sections. This means that any earned or unearned income will reduce 
the financial support the person receives.

Community-Based Housing Subsidy program
This DDS program was developed to assist people with developmental disabilities to meet the housing costs 
attributed to the rent of a community-based residence. Any person who is receiving residential services 
provided by the Department of Developmental Services and who does not have sufficient income (from 
earned and unearned sources) and assets to pay for his or her total housing costs may be eligible to apply for 
a Community-Based Housing Subsidy. The subsidy program may be considered after all other funding options 
that assist people with developmental disabilities to pay monthly housing costs have been pursued. New 
housing subsidy applicants are added based on the availability of yearly funding.

DDS provides a subsidy that factors in the costs of rent, utilities, related insurance, and routine maintenance. 
They set parameters for income a person can retain (“after rent income”) after these costs are paid. There is 
a minimum and maximum amount of income a person can have that is based on several factors like the State 
Supplement or whether or not the individual has roommates. This means that the amount of the rent subsidy 
varies per individual because it is based on one’s total income and the amount of the total rent and utilities 
used in the calculation. Typically, after the individual pays rent and the bills included in the calculation, they 
will have between $400 and $600 remaining.

From the standpoint of work incentives, this program allows a working person to disregard 20% of his or 
her income before the subsidy is calculated. Ultimately, as earnings increase the amount of the subsidy 
will decrease.
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paula
Paula is receiving SSI. She has been working 
8 hours a week in large arts and crafts retail 
store. She’s been there for a year. Paula is 
very precise and methodical, and the store 
manager depends on her to carefully sort 
items and find stock irregularities, a task 
she performs better than any of his full-time 
employees. 

The manager has offered Paula 20 
more hours a week on a few occasions. 
Paula never accepts because she heard 
somewhere that if she earns over $500 a 
month, she will lose her SSI and healthcare. 
She’s afraid that she won’t earn enough 
from a part-time job to pay her bills. At this 
point, her monthly earnings reduce her SSI 
check a little bit, but when she adds in her 
pay from work, she has a little more money 
at the end of the month.

Paula has discussed her work life with her family, and they too are a little confused about how earnings from work might affect her 
benefits. They sat together over a computer and found information on Social Security’s website. It seemed that Paula would really 
be better off financially if she worked more hours, and she would still have some options for benefits if she needed them. They also 
talked with someone at the Social Security Office to help them better understand her options. 

With support from her family, she decided to increase her hours. Paula talked with her boss, who increased her hours to 35 hours a 
week. He told her that if things worked out well Paula could get a full-time position as soon as one opened up. 

Now that Paula is working 35 hours a week, she no longer gets an SSI check, but she has more money overall. Her parents initially 
worried about how Paula’s earnings would affect her Medicaid coverage. The Work Incentives specialist explained that since 
Paula’s resources don’t exceed the limit and she lost the SSI check just because of earnings, she is covered under a regulation 
called 1619(b). This allows her to continue to be eligible for Medicaid until her annual income exceeds $68,132 (2012 figures). 

In addition, as long as Paula has a disability and needs the Medicaid coverage under 1619(b), she can regain her SSI check if she 
has to stop working for some reason. The Work Incentives specialist told Paula and her family what steps they need to take to let 
Social Security know about Paula’s increase in earnings and to make sure that she receives her Medicaid through 1619(b). 

Paula loves her job and the extra money. It’s not just sorting the items (though she told her friend that she could do that all day). 
Now that she’s working more often, she has begun socializing with some of her co-workers, going out to lunch every Friday and 
spending time together during breaks. 
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Jerry 
Jerry is in his early twenties and loves to be around 
transportation: cars, buses, trains, anything that moves 
people around. He receives a monthly SSI check. His room is 
full of posters of cars and he still has a lot of models that he 
made when he was younger. He thought that he might like to 
be a cab or a bus driver. It took him few tries, but he was able 
to pass his basic driver’s test. The problem is that he gets way 
too anxious in traffic congestion or driving on highways. So 
getting a job that would require him to drive is probably not a 
good idea right now. 

Jerry needed extra money, so he started a part-time job at a 
local car wash. He really likes wiping down the cars after they 
go through the wash, especially the fancy ones. The problem 
with the job is that other guys who work there joke around 
too much; Jerry feels like they are troublemakers. He doesn’t 
really feel he has the aptitude to become a mechanic, with 
all the electronics involved, so he feels a little stuck. Jerry’s 
employment counselor, Yoshiko, explains that maybe Jerry can work for himself somehow. 

Yoshiko has some familiarity with a work incentive from Social Security called a Plan for Achieving Self-Support (PASS). She explains 
that a PASS allows people to save for a work goal through some form of training, education, and/or equipment for a business. Since 
Jerry gets SSI, he can set aside money from his earnings that would have normally reduced his SSI check. Instead, he can save it to get 
auto mechanic training or maybe start some kind of business with cars.

Jerry has a lot of family and social connections, and after a number of conversations he comes up with a plan. He will wash, polish, and 
detail cars at a few service stations. Customers will drop off their cars to get fixed, and then Jerry will offer to clean the cars and give 
the service station a portion of the money he earns. 

Jerry gets help from his brother and fills out the PASS application and submits it to Social Security. They list the kind of equipment he 
needs to get started (e.g., a power washer, vacuum cleaner, etc.). He continues to work part-time at the car wash and saves his earnings 
toward the work goal. Once he has saved enough money to buy the equipment, he begins his new venture.

After few months, Jerry’s business really takes off. He splits the week between two different service stations and is earning over $300 
a week. On slow weeks he still fills in at the car wash. He met with a Work Incentives specialist from the Connect to Work Center and 
learned how to report his income and factor in business deductions. Jerry’s doing better financially than he did working just at the car 
wash, and he continues to get Medicaid coverage using the 1619(b) provision.

Self-Employment
Social Security, and some other benefit 
systems, may count income from self-
employment differently from how they 
count income from a wage earner (i.e., 
gross income). For example, a self-
employed person may be able to deduct 
business expenses from their earnings. 
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 Organizing and Managing Earnings and Benefits

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) SSDI and Childhood Disability Benefits 
(Title II Benefit programs)**

Unearned income including things like other SSA payments 
(e.g., SSDI), unemployment, workers’ compensation, child 
support payments, or any other cash received.

Gross wages/earnings and net earnings from self-employment. 
This includes in-kind items received in lieu of wages (like room 
and board).

In-kind support and any assistance with food and shelter 
provided by another person.

Change of address and/or living arrangements.

Changes in marital status.

Any income that causes one to exceed the $2000 resource limit.

Use of any specific work incentives.

Any gross wages/earnings and net earnings from self-
employment. 

Changes in marital status and/or dependent children (generally 
only applies to CDB). 

Change of address.

Receipt of any public disability benefits such as workers’ 
compensation.

Use of any specific work incentives.

** Unearned income and resources are NOT considered by the 
Title II disability programs, and thus are NOT required to be 
reported to SSA. 

List adapted from the VCU Work Incentives Planning & Assistance National Training Center

Tracking Income and Budgeting
Once an individual gets a job, it is essential to have a plan for managing earnings and benefits. It is important to: 

•	 understand terminology related to work and benefits 
•	 keep good records 
•	 pay attention to any letters related to your benefits
•	 maintain consistent communication with the agencies that provide benefits 

Start by making sure that the beneficiary develops a good relationship with the local Social Security 
Administration (SSA) office. SSA has many brochures in their offices and online. Keep this information in a file 
or binder so that it can be referred to if questions arise. 

Unfortunately, people shouldn’t rely solely on what the Social Security representatives say over the phone. 
Most representatives primarily deal with retiree benefits and only occasionally with disability benefits. 
Therefore their knowledge may be limited or outdated. People may be able to get help with technical questions 
about work incentives from benefits specialists or “Work Incentive Liaisons” in various field offices (see the 
section on “How to Get Help”).

Managing earnings and benefits requires that you keep the agencies who provide benefits up-to-date about any 
changes such as an increase or decrease in earnings, a new living environment, and/or changes in unearned 
income. So, once you start working, earnings should be reported immediately. Here is a list of things that 
you should report to the Social Security Administration if you receive either SSI or SSDI benefits, including 
Childhood Disability Benefits. 
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Reporting Earnings
Many people mistakenly believe that if taxes are being taken out 
of their paycheck, Social Security automatically knows that they 
are working and will adjust their benefits and properly apply work 
incentives. This is NOT the situation. When people receive SSI or SSDI 
benefits, it is their responsibility to report their earnings to SSA. There 
are different reporting procedures when reporting earnings to SSA 
depending on the type of benefit you receive. 

Discuss the best method for reporting earnings with the local Social 
Security office. This is particularly important if someone’s earnings vary from month to month or if they 
receive both SSI and SSDI. SSI and SSDI beneficiaries should keep good records concerning work history, 
wages (pay stubs), and benefits received. It is a good idea to make multiple copies of paystubs, one for their 
records and then a few more in case there is a need to report income to multiple agencies. Social Security 
offices are often slow about tracking wages, so people must be proactive in making sure that SSA knows 
how much they are earning.

Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
SSDI beneficiaries should report all earned income above the amount that represents a trial work month 
($720 a month in 2012). They should contact their claims representative directly and set up a plan for 
frequency of reporting. It is best to provide paystubs directly to the claims representatives by:

•	 Bringing them in person to the office.
•	 If the person can’t see the claims representative directly, they should record the name, date, and time 

when the stubs were delivered. Some SSA offices will offer a form or receipt.
•	 Faxing the stubs, keep the fax log as a record. 
•	 Mailing the stubs, using certified or return-receipt mail.

At some point, SSA should send the beneficiary a Work Activity Report--Employee (Form #SSA-821-BK). 
The Work Activity Report asks questions about work, wages, and deductions that may be claimed against 
gross countable monthly earnings. This form also collects information about other allowable deductions for 
self-employment business expenses, Impairment-Related Work Expenses (IRWEs), or the use of subsidies or 
special conditions. 

Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
SSI beneficiaries must report all earnings, no matter what the amount. If the beneficiary does not manage his 
or her own finances, then it is the responsibility of the representative payee to report any income received on 
behalf of a person receiving SSI. Social Security will require proof of wages every month in order to accurately 
adjust the SSI check. Again, it is best to get paystubs to the claims representatives by using one of the methods 
listed above under SSDI. People can also report wages using an automated phone system. This can be done 
by calling 1-866-772-0953. People should check with an SSA claims representative before they start using the 

Record keeping
All working beneficiaries will maximize their 
back-to-work experience if they remember to:

•	Respond quickly to all letters from the SSA
•	Keep a written record of all phone calls to 

the SSA (who, what, where, when)
•	Keep copies of all correspondence 

(incoming and outgoing)
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call-in system to be sure that it will meet their needs for reporting. The advantage of monthly wage reporting 
by phone is that it’s convenient and saves paper, postage, and time by eliminating the need to copy, fax, or mail 
wage evidence. People should receive verification of their report from Social Security.

In some cases, an SSI beneficiary must report earnings from other sources:

•	 The SSI recipient’s spouse, if the spouse lives with the recipient
•	 The SSI recipient’s parent(s), if the recipient lives with parent(s) and is younger than 18
•	 The SSI recipient’s sponsors, if the recipient is not a citizen, even if the sponsors do not live in the same 

household

It is equally important for the SSI recipient or any of the people listed previously (spouse, parents, or sponsors) 
to report when/if they start or stop working. 

Reporting wages each month helps SSA adjust the SSI payment based on income and subsequently pay the 
beneficiary the correct amount of SSI. If beneficiaries don’t report earnings, they will eventually have to pay 
back funds that they weren’t entitled to. This is referred to as an overpayment. 

In addition, SSA can adjust SSI benefits more quickly in case they need to pay a higher amount if the 
beneficiary’s earnings decrease or stop. If the phone-in system is not being used, the person should send or 
bring SSA the pay stubs as soon as the last pay stub of a given month is received. They should make sure that 
the stubs are submitted and any changes in wages are reported no later than the 10th day of the next month. 
For example, they should submit pay stubs for January’s earnings no later than February 10. When using the 
phone-in system, it must be done within the first six days of the next month. 

Dealing with Fluctuations in Income and Budgeting
Budgeting is an important skill for anyone who has earned or unearned income. It is particularly important for 
individuals receiving Social Security benefits because there is always some delay between the time earnings 
increase or decrease and when the individual’s benefits change. This affects individuals who get SSI and have 
variations in earnings from month to month. 

Despite the best efforts of all involved, SSA does not always adjust a person’s benefits in a timely fashion. 
All adjustments are done retroactively. It is not uncommon that SSA will send a working beneficiary a larger 
amount of SSI or SSDI than they are eligible for—this will be an overpayment. In extreme cases, SSA has 
overpaid people for many months or even years. Then, when they become aware of the error, they will want 
the money to be paid back. 

Working beneficiaries will avoid problems by:

•	 Maintaining a paper trail in case there is a misunderstanding or dispute
•	 Understanding the effect of income on benefits so they know what cash benefits they are eligible for 
•	 Being proactive about communications with SSA 

If someone suspects an overpayment, make sure they do not spend the money! They should set it aside in 
case it needs to be paid back to Social Security.
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Supplemental Security Income and Budgeting
SSI beneficiaries should report their earnings monthly. For purposes of SSI, income is counted the month that 
it is received. So if a person works the last two weeks in March but receives the pay for those weeks in early 
April, the earnings count for the SSI adjustment in April. 

Earnings are reported after the month is over. If a person earns money in January, and reports it at 
the beginning of February, the earliest SSA would adjust the SSI based on January earnings is March. 
Sometimes it can take longer. 

The best thing for someone to do is contact Social Security right away if they discover that the check is not 
being reduced properly. First, they should confirm that SSA is processing the stubs (this is why it is important 
for people to keep copies and some kind of verification that they submitted their stubs). Second, if there is an 
overpayment, they should work with Social Security to figure out the best way to pay the funds back, or get 
the overpayment waived if possible.

Elizabeth
Elizabeth gets SSI benefits. In the past, she had a job with a consistent weekly schedule. At her new job, her hours vary every week. There is 
lag time between when Elizabeth reports her earning and when her SSI check is adjusted. So she may receive a larger SSI check in the same 
month that she works more hours and earns more, and a smaller SSI check in a month when she worked less and earned less. Because of 
this, Elizabeth has to carefully budget her money. 

Let’s look at how this has worked for Elizabeth. Before 
she returned to work, Elizabeth was receiving $698 in 
SSI. Her hours now range from 20–35 per week, and 
she earns $10 per hour. Elizabeth uses the call-in line 
to report her earnings each month. Her SSI check is 
generally adjusted in the 3rd month after she reports 
her earnings. 

As you can see, Elizabeth’s monthly gross income 
ranges from $941 to $1,740, a difference of almost 
$800. In order to deal with this fluctuation, Elizabeth 
has worked with her case manager to set up a monthly budget. She has a savings account based on her budget. Any time her income is more 
than $1,100, she puts the extra money in this account. That way, she can use this money when she has a month when her income drops and 
she needs extra money to pay her bills. Even in the months when Elizabeth’s income is low, she has more money than she did when she just 
received SSI. She does need to be careful to make sure she doesn’t exceed the $2,000 resource limit for SSI. 

May June July August

Earnings $800 $1,200 $1,400 $880

Adjusted SSI Amount $141* $141* $341** $141***

Total Income $941 $1,341 $1,740 $1,021

*  Based on earnings in March and April of $1,200
** Based on earnings in May of $800
*** Based on earnings in June of $1,200
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Marty
Marty works a part-time job at a bakery. He started earning $585 a month in January. When Marty and his mother did the 
calculation for SSI and earnings, they saw that 
Marty’s regular SSI check of $698 should be 
reduced by $250.

Marty went to the Social Security office at 
the beginning of February and brought copies 
of his pay stubs. Yet, as you can see, Marty 
received $250 a month more than he should 
in January, February, and March. He expected 
Social Security to have updated his check in 
March, but when his check came it was still 
for $668. 

Both Marty and his mother know that the 
longer he goes without getting SSA to properly 
adjust his check, the more he will have to pay 
back. So they go to the Social Security office 
again in early March to rectify the situation. Marty also knows that he should be saving this money, not spending it, because 
he will eventually have to pay it back. The first step is that they both go to the bank where Marty’s SSI is direct-deposited every 
month into his checking account. They open a savings account there and transfer the overpaid funds into it. Second, his mother 
contacts Marty’s claims representative at SSA to make sure that SSA is receiving the paystubs in order to adjust the check and 
also to determine the best way to pay back the current overpayment. 

They meet with the claims representative at 
the Social Security office and arrange to pay 
back the overpayment of $750. The claims 
representative explains that Social Security 
generally collects overpayments by withholding 
10% of the SSI check each month until the 
overpayment is recovered. Since Marty’s hours 
are pretty regular at the bakery, they could make 
an agreement with the claims representative 
to reduce Marty’s check by the same amount 
monthly and periodically compare the total 
earnings with the SSI distributed to make 
sure it balances. Since Marty set aside the 
overpayment amount in his savings account, he 
could have chosen to make a one-time lump sum 
payment of $750 instead. 

By going to work, Marty has increased his 
monthly income from $698 per month to $1,033 
per month—and he is doing a job he likes, 
developing new skills, and making new friends. 

January February March April

Earnings $585 $585 $585 $585

Amount of SSI 
Received $698 $698 $698 $448

Eligible amount 
of SSI $448 $448 $448 $448

Actual Income $1,283 $1,283 $1,283 $1,033

Amount of 
Overpayment $250 $250 $250 0

This is how his earnings and SSI look so far:
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Social Security Disability Insurance and Budgeting
As you may recall, individuals who receive SSDI keep their full benefits check for the first 12 months of work (9-month 
trial work period and 3-month grace period). Then, for the next 33 months (the Extended Period of Eligibility), they only 
get SSDI benefits if earnings are less than what Social Security considers Substantial Gainful Activity (again, this 
figure may change yearly). For SSDI, earnings count in the month that they are earned. So if a person works the last 
two weeks in May but receives the pay for those weeks in early June, the earnings count for May.

Individuals should talk with a SSDI claims representative to determine how often they should report their wages. 
During the Extended Period of Eligibility, it is in their best interest to report earnings monthly. This is particularly 
important if their earnings fluctuate above and below SGA. 

It is to a beneficiary’s (and/or advocate’s or guardian’s) advantage to have a conversation with a Social Security claims 
representative if it is anticipated that earnings will fluctuate frequently. Generally, SSA will withhold the entire SSDI 
check in order to regain the funds if an overpayment occurs. This could create a hardship and is best avoided through 
the timely reporting of wages. 

Jill
Jill receives an SSDI check of $850 per month. She lives with her grandmother in order to help her out with shopping and cleaning her house, so 
she likes a flexible schedule for work. 

Jill has had a part-time job with a property management company for two years. She works 15–25 hours a week depending on the season. Jill does 
all kinds of tasks from cleaning to spackling and touch-up painting in hallways. She has a real talent with plants and shrubs, so the company gives 
her extra hours in late spring, and sometimes late fall, to work the grounds at the various buildings they manage. 

Here’s how Jill’s income from 
SSDI and earnings might look 
during a given year:

In April, Jill receives both SSDI 
and her $900 in earnings. She 
is not eligible for an SSDI check 
in May and June since her 
earnings exceed SGA. If Jill 
reports her May earnings in June, the earliest that Social Security can withhold the check is in July and 
sometimes it might take longer. 

This was a problem in the beginning because Jill didn’t understand why she did not get an SSDI check 
some months. Jill and her case manager, Alma, had a number of conversations about the situation 
and they thought it best to go to the Social Security office and get an explanation. One of the claims 
representatives there was able to explain the Extended Period of Eligibility and  that since Jill had used up 
her Trial Work Period, she would be eligible for a monthly SSDI check only when earnings were less than 
the current year’s SGA amount ($1,010 in 2012). The claims representative then explained that there can 
be a gap between when the wages are reported and the adjustment is made. 

To avoid problems, Jill and Alma arranged to meet with a benefits specialist periodically to review Jill’s 
earnings and benefits. In the near future, Jill’s Extended Period of Eligibility will end, so she should begin 
planning now for this change. In addition, Jill now understands that she needs to adjust her spending in 
months with higher earnings in order to compensate for months where her benefits are reduced. 

April May June July August September

Earnings in 2011 $900 $1,250* $1,250* $950 $900 $900

Eligible for an SSDI Benefit $850 $0 $0 $850 $850 $850

Amount of SSDI Received $850 $850 $850 $0 $0 $850

* Over SGA
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Appeals
What we’ve been explaining is how the process should work. Mistakes are bound to happen. Suppose a 
person reports income and SSA does not respond? Or, a person neglects to report their income and owes 
SSA money because of overpayments? Suppose SSA makes an error and thinks a person is earning more or 
less than they actually are?

When SSA makes a decision on a claim, they send a letter explaining the decision. If the beneficiary does 
not agree with the decision, they should appeal—that is, ask SSA to look at the case again. SSA will look 
at the entire decision, even those parts that were in favor of the beneficiary. If SSA’s decision is wrong, they 
will change it.

People must request an appeal in writing within 60 days from the date they receive the letter from SSA. 
These letters often have the heading “Notice of Planned Action.” SSA assumes that the beneficiary received 
the letter within five days after the posted date on it, unless a person can prove otherwise. When they send 
a letter about a decision on a claim, SSA will tell the person how to appeal the decision. People can call 
their local Social Security office for help with an appeal.

Generally, there are four levels of appeal. 

•	 Reconsideration.  Reconsideration is a complete review of the claim by someone who did not take 
part in the first decision. SSA will look at all the evidence submitted when the original decision was 
made, plus any new evidence.

•	 Hearing.  If a person disagrees with the reconsideration decision, they can ask for a hearing. An 
administrative law judge who had no part in the original decision or the reconsideration of the case 
will conduct the hearing. The judge will ask people to produce evidence of their position, and will ask 
questions of witnesses if applicable. After the hearing, the judge will make a decision based on all the 
information in the case. SSA will send a letter and a copy of the judge’s decision.

•	 Appeals Council.  The next step is a review by Social Security’s Appeals Council. The Appeals Council 
looks at all requests for review, but it may deny a request if it believes the hearing decision was 
correct. If the Appeals Council decides to review a case, it will either decide the case itself or return it 
to an administrative law judge for further review. 

•	 Federal Court.  If a person disagrees or if the Appeals Council decides not to review their case, the 
beneficiary may file a  lawsuit in a federal district court. 

In some cases, SSA may continue paying benefits while they make a decision during the appeals process. 
Beneficiaries can request benefits to continue when appealing a decision if:

•	 The  disability benefits are terminated because the medical condition is not “disabling,” or
•	 The SSI payment should be reduced or suspended.

The person must request this within 10 days of the date the letter from Social Security was received. If they 
do this, they will continue getting checks. If the appeal is not in favor of the beneficiary or it’s turned down, 
the person may have to pay back the money that he or she was not eligible to receive.
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Overpayments 
SSA sometimes will send checks that should not have been issued. The recipient will then get an 
“overpayment notice” and will be told to pay the money back. This may be because the recipient neglected 
to report a wage increase, or it may be because SSA made a mistake. Either way, to avoid hardship, it is best 
for recipients to set aside funds they were not entitled to. If they spend the funds, this may cause problems 
when they have to pay them back to SSA.

Frequently, Social Security will recover overpaid funds from SSI beneficiaries by withholding 10% of the 
monthly SSI check (or countable income) until the amount is recovered. With SSDI (or CDB) payments, SSA 
will generally withhold the entire monthly check until the overpayment is recovered. The rate of repayment 
can sometimes be negotiable in cases of financial hardship.

If the person feels that the overpayment amount is incorrect, or he or she was not really overpaid, the person 
should file a Request for Reconsideration (an appeal). The other option is a “waiver.” If the person was in 
fact overpaid but:

•	 did not cause the overpayment (reported his or her income and kept documentation) and/or,
•	 the person cannot afford to re-pay the funds, or repaying it would be unfair,

then the person may not have to pay the funds back to SSA. The beneficiary must file a Request for Waiver 
of Overpayment Recovery Or Change In Repayment Rate (SSA-632-BK). Again, beneficiaries have 
60 days to file an appeal or a waiver form. If the person does not qualify for an appeal or waiver, it may be 
possible for them to work out a payment plan. 

While the person has 60 days, DON’T WAIT. Generally, SSA will automatically waive any overpayment 
that is less than $1000 no matter whose fault the overpayment was. This is one of the reasons why people 
should be proactive and timely to make sure that work incentives are being properly applied.

It is best to discuss these situations with a WIPA representative or some other benefits advocate before 
deciding whether to pursue a waiver or an appeal.

How to Get Help
Now you have a basic understanding about the relationship between earnings and work. However, some 
folks need support in order to make their pursuit of a satisfying career a reality. They might need help finding 
a job, or help understanding the best way to maximize work incentives. They also may encounter difficulties 
along the way and need support.
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Support On Benefits and Earnings
The Connect to Work Project may be able to assist eligible beneficiaries with work incentives information and 
referral. These benefits specialists can help with accurate information so beneficiaries can be better equipped 
to make informed choices about work. Here are some of the key points that people may need to find out more 
about when returning to work:

•	 Specific information on the work incentives available to Social Security beneficiaries dependent upon the 
types of benefits they receive

•	 Identifying and determining eligibility for federal or state work incentives programs
•	 Connection to Employment Networks and/or the Bureau of Rehabilitation Service that can help with job 

support and placement
•	 Information about health benefits coverage available to beneficiaries once they enter the workforce
•	 Strategies on how to achieve greater income and build a financial future with a combination of earnings 

and benefits, or earnings alone

Funding for Work Incentives assistance is slated for change. Anyone on Social Security due to a disability who 
wants to work can receive these services through December 31, 2012. After this date, to find out more about 
eligibility for services for individuals who are not involved with Bureau of Rehabilitation Services, you may 
wish to call the Connect to Work line directly at 1-800-773-4636 (TTY: 1-860-424-4839) or visit www.connect-
ability.com. Click on the “Career Center” tab, and then on “Work and My Benefits.”

What happens if things don’t work out as planned? In some situations, people who are having difficulty with 
their work incentives being applied properly may be able to get help through a Work Incentives liaison. 
These are work incentives experts that are frequently located in local Social Security offices. You may wish 
to contact your local office to find out more. If you have trouble locating the Work Incentives Liaison locally, 
you may contact the regional Area Work Incentive Coordinator (AWIC) who may be able to give you more 
information by calling 1-888-655-6469, x16735. You can find out more about AWIC at http://ssa.gov/work/
awiccontacts.html. 
 
If people have issues that are difficult to resolve, they may wish to pursue legal advice. There are protection 
and advocacy services that may be able to provide legal advocacy for individuals with disabilities who have 
disputes with SSA. These services are available from PABSS (Protection and Advocacy for Beneficiaries of Social 
Security) through at least 9/30/12. They may be able to provide information, assistance, advice, and individual 
representation to Social Security beneficiaries with disabilities regarding vocational rehabilitation services, 
employment services, and other support services from employment networks and other service providers.

To determine availability and eligibility for services, contact the office of Protection and Advocacy for Persons 
with Disabilities. Visit www.state.ct.us/opapd/, or call 1-800-842-7303.
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A big concern for many people with disabilities, their families, and their providers is that a person with 
a disability will find a job, begin to earn money that reduces their benefits, and then leave or lose the 
job for some reason. If people earn enough to terminate their cash benefits, the question that many 

folks have is, “Will they be able to get their benefits back?” There are some basic protections:

People who receive SSI or SSDI may regain their cash benefits within a five-year period after their benefits 
were terminated because of work and earnings if their inability to achieve SGA is related to the disability 
that qualified them for benefits initially.

People who have SSI may keep their Medicaid coverage until earnings reach the state threshold amount 
(just over $68,000 in 2012).

Restoration of Cash Benefits 

SSDI Beneficiaries
After the nine-month Trial Work Period, a person can regain SSDI cash benefits at any time for the next three 
years (the Extended Period of Eligibility) if they either stop working or have earnings less than SGA ($1010 in 
2012). This does not necessarily mean gross earnings. If the person has Impairment-Related Work Expenses, 
for example (see IRWE), SSA may disregard some of their earnings. If they determine that countable 
earnings are less than SGA, the person will continue to receive a monthly check. If a person works and never 
exceeds SGA, they may continue to receive SSDI cash benefits beyond the three years. 

SSI Beneficiaries
A provision called 1619(b) also allows individuals who have stopped 
receiving cash benefits because of their earnings to have those 
benefits restored if they stop working or if their earnings decrease. If 
an individual stops receiving SSI and/or Medicaid coverage but is still 
“disabled,” they can regain their SSI benefits within 12 months without 
filing a new claim.

SSI and SSDI Beneficiaries: What is ExR?
EXR is the acronym for Expedited Reinstatement. It is a safety net for people who successfully return to 
work and lose their entitlement to SSDI or SSI benefits and payments. If cash payments end because of work 
and earnings, and a person is no longer able to work because of disability, he or she has five years to be 
reinstated from the date their benefit was terminated. 

Once EXR is requested, an individual can receive up to six months of provisional cash benefits while SSA 

Safety Nets

Don’t Forget
If a person’s work situation changes, 
Social Security should be contacted 
as soon as possible.
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conducts a medical review to determine whether they can reinstate the benefits as before. The person may 
also be eligible for Medicare during this period as well. 

To request EXR, one must meet all the following requirements:

•	 The entitlement to SSDI or SSI benefits was terminated due to performance of SGA;
•	  Eligibility for SSI disability/blindness benefits was terminated because of excess earned income or a 

combination of earned and unearned income;
•	 The person cannot be performing SGA during the month during which the application for EXR is filed; 
•	 They must be unable to work at the SGA level due to disability;
•	 They must have a current medical impairment(s) that is the same as, or related to, the original disabling 

condition;
•	 They must request EXR within five years from the month that benefits stopped.

After the medical review, SSA will decide if benefits will continue. If they determine that disability is not the 
issue and decide not to reinstate benefits, the person will not have to pay back the six months of provisional 
benefits he or she received.

Maintaining Health Coverage
If a person was eligible for Medicaid and continues to need the coverage, but their income increased beyond 
standard Medicaid limits because of earnings, the 1619(b) provision (S04 in CT law) will allow the SSI 
beneficiary to continue to be covered by Medicaid. As long as the person remains eligible for Medicaid for 
reasons other than earnings (e.g., less than $2000 in resources), he or she will retain coverage continually 
until his or her annual income exceeds the Connecticut “threshold amount.” This is the measure used to 
decide whether your earnings are high enough to replace your SSI and Medicaid benefits. The threshold figure 
for 2012 is $68,132; it changes yearly. If the person stops working, Medicaid coverage will continue. 

These are the qualifications to retain Medicaid under 1619(b):

•	 Was eligible for an SSI cash payment for at least one month
•	 Would be eligible for cash payment except for earnings
•	 Still has a disability
•	 Still meets all other eligibility rules, including the resources test 
•	 Needs Medicaid in order to work
•	 Has gross earned income that is insufficient to replace SSI, Medicaid, and any 

publicly funded attendant care. 

There are also protections for people who participate in MED-Connect. If a person 
needs to stop work for reasons of health or disability, or loses a job through no 
fault of his or her own, MED-Connect coverage can continue for up to one year. 
This coverage is conditional:

•	 The person must plan to return to work when health improves, or
•	 The individual must be looking for another job.

Medicare Coverage
People who receive SSDI will 
continue to be eligible for Medicare 
coverage for at least seven and half 
years after the Trial Work Period, 
even if they have lost their SSDI 
cash benefit because of work.
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If their health improves, the person can still qualify for the MED program under the Medically Improved 
Group. The Medically Improved Group has the same income, asset, and premium rules as Basic MED. The 
only difference is that earnings must be at least $290 per month.

The asset limit for continued participation in MED-Connect is $10,000 ($15,000 for a couple). Counted assets 
include a checking or savings account, a second car, a vacation home, etc. A person can also have any 
amount saved in approved retirement accounts such as an IRA or a 401(k). DSS may also approve accounts in 
which money is set aside to save for special employment expenses.

leslie
Leslie receives SSI. In addition to her cognitive disability, she has 
diabetes that is often difficult to control. She is eligible for Medicaid 
coverage, which is important given her health condition. Leslie is a 
reliable worker who enjoys drawing in her spare time. 

Leslie has been working at parking garage downtown. She worked part-
time for about eight months, and when another employee retired was 
offered a full-time position. She has been working full time for a year 
and half and earns $1,500 a month. With her current earnings, she no 
longer receives an SSI check, but she still has her Medicaid coverage 
through 1619(b).

Leslie likes working at the garage. She gets along great with the 
manager, who appreciates the fact that Leslie is one of the most 
reliable employees he’s ever had. What Leslie really enjoys is that this 
job gives her an opportunity to draw between making rounds and when 
she periodically needs to operate the gate. She draws using black chalk 
on paper and produces some very nice work. She would like to frame 
what she creates and try to sell her work at craft fairs.

Leslie has developed problems with her circulation related to her 
diabetes. It is not as bad in the summer, but the garage is very damp in 
the winter. Her toes hurt and become discolored no matter how much 
she tries to move them around. Leslie is substantially overweight which 
exacerbates matters. Her doctor recommends she try to get indoor 
work, but she insists that she has had difficulty finding other types of a 
work and that the parking garage is the best way for her to earn money and pursue her artwork. 

After a few meetings with her family, case manager, and job developer, Leslie is persuaded to reduce her hours back to part-time: 
fewer hours in the winter and more in the summer if possible. Leslie is worried about losing her full-time job because she no longer 
receives an SSI check and thinks that she won’t have any income. 

Since Leslie is eligible for the 1619(b) provision, she not only keeps her Medicaid, but can regain her SSI check. The amount is 
adjusted based on her new, part-time earnings. If Leslie needs to stop working completely, she will regain her full check.
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As you can see, people can try their best, have successful work experiences, and still have some degree of 
protection if things don’t work out as planned.

William
William worked full-time for the last four 
years scanning and shredding documents 
at his aunt’s law firm. He is in good 
physical health and rarely misses time at 
work. He is very meticulous and his co-
workers appreciate his accuracy. William 
really likes the professional environment 
and other than an occasional pep talk 
from his aunt, he manages his work pretty 
autonomously.

William formerly received SSDI. He still 
receives Medicare and gets additional 
health care (Medicaid) through Med-
Connect. His parents help William with 
budgeting and managing his finances. 

Unfortunately, William started having 
difficulties at work. He found out that his 
parents were getting a divorce, and this 
has resulted in a lot of anxiety for him. 
He made a mistake one day at the office and shredded important documents and then scanned other documents that were to be 
destroyed. After that, he started making many different piles of documents, moving them around but refusing to take action with 
them. 

Despite the support from his aunt, William can’t seem to get anything done. He spent a number of days sitting in a chair rubbing 
his hands and staring at the floor. Then he just stopped showing up for work.

His parents can see how confused and disorganized he is at home and think that at this time, it’s best not to push him to return to 
work. Based on their situation, the uncertainty of which parent William will live with, and William’s past history, it is difficult to 
tell how things might turn out.

At the Social Security office, William and his family learn that he is eligible for what is called Expedited Reinstatement. This 
means that he will get at least six months of his benefits while Social Security determines if William can no longer work because 
of his disability. If he can’t get back to work, he will regain his monthly SSDI payments. His Medicare coverage will also continue. 
They will have to follow-up with his MED-Connect coverage. William can maintain that coverage for up to a year if he intends to 
return to work.
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Ticket to Work
In some of the correspondence that beneficiaries may receive from Social Security, they may see references to the 
Ticket to Work program. The purpose of the Ticket program is to provide people between the ages of 18 and 65 who 
receive benefits from Social Security more choices for receiving employment services.  

Under this program, eligible beneficiaries have the option to assign their ticket to an Employment Network (EN) of their 
choice. If the EN accepts the ticket, they can receive funding to coordinate and provide services to help the beneficiary 
find and maintain employment. Participation in the program is optional for both the beneficiary and the EN. 

There are some advantages for beneficiaries who participate in the Ticket program. If you would like to find out more, 
visit www.choosework.net/index.html or call 1-866-968-7842 (TTY/TDD: 1-866-833-2967) for more information.

Resources
Please use the resources below to further explore the information contained in this guide. The glossary contains 
definitions of some of the key terms related to the topics of benefits, work, and disability.

Benefit Information
Work and Benefits: www.socialsecurity.gov/work/

The Redbook from Social Security: www.ssa.gov/redbook

plans For Achieving Self Support: www.passplan.org

Reporting SSI Earnings by phone: www.vcu-ntc.org/resources/viewContent.cfm/775

ICI Going to Work Guide: www.communityinclusion.org/article.php?article_id=211

The Connect-to-Work Center: 1-800-773-4636

Employment Services
DDS Employment Services: www.ct.gov/dds/cwp/view.asp?a=2042&q=390170

Bureau of Rehabilitation Services: www.ct.gov/brs/site/default.asp 

Employment Networks (Ticket to Work): www.choosework.net/resource/jsp/SearchByStateAction.jsp

Other Disability-Related Services & Information
Department of Social Services: www.ct.gov/dss/cwp/view.asp?a=2345&Q=304922&dssNav=|
Department of Developmental Services “Consumer Corner”:  
www.ct.gov/consumercorner/cwp/view.asp?a=3910&Q=467792&consumercornerNav=|DDS
Connect Ability Roadmap for Job Seekers: www.connect-ability.com/media/pdf/JobSeeker_Toolkit.pdf

Connect Ability Smart Guide: www.connect-ability.com/media/pdf/smartGuide.pdf

For More Information
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Glossary and Acronyms 
Appeals A multi-level process that allows a person who disagrees with a decision made by SSA the opportunity to have 

the decision reversed

Blind Work Expense 
(BWE)

Any earned income that is used to meet expenses in order to earn that income can be excluded for SSI 
eligibility and payment amount for individuals who are blind

Countable Income The amount of money left after all available deductions are excluded from total income. This amount is used to 
decide SSI eligibility and payment amounts.

DDS Department of Developmental Services

DSS Department of Social Services

Expedited 
Reinstatement (ExR)

Qualified people may request reinstatement of benefits, within 5 years of when benefits stopped, without 
having to file a new application. You can get up to 6 months of provisional benefits while waiting for a decision 
on the request.

Extended period of 
Eligibility (EpE)

During the 36 consecutive months following the trial work period, if you qualify, SSDI benefits may be started 
without a new application, disability determination, or waiting period.

Federal poverty 
Income Guideline

The benefit levels of many low-income assistance programs are based on these poverty guidelines. Family size 
determines the amount of gross income someone must have in order to fall within poverty guidelines.

Impairment-Related 
Work Expenses 
(IRWE)

The cost of items and services that you pay out of pocket and that you need to work because of your 
impairment. For example, attendant care services and medical devices are deducted before SSA decides if you 
are engaging in SGA. The cost of these same items may be deducted from earned income when calculating an 
SSI payment.

Medicaid Medical coverage provided to a person by the state Title XIX (19) program administered through the 
Department of Social Services. Eligibility is based on a number of factors (e.g., income and resources) and may 
pay for a variety of medical services.

Medicare Health insurance program for eligible people with disabilities and people age 65 or older, usually consisting of:

Hospital Insurance under Medicare (Part A) 

Supplementary Medical Insurance under Medicare (Part B)

Voluntary prescription drug coverage with a Prescription Drug Provider (PDP) under Part D

MED-Connect Provides full Medicaid coverage for CT workers with disabilities who meet certain income and resource 
standards. Participants may have to pay premiums based on income.

Overpayment A situation in which a person continues to receive an SSDI or SSI check when they are not eligible

plan to Achieve Self-
Support (pASS)

Income or resources that can be set aside over a reasonable time period to enable you to reach a work goal 
and to become financially self-supporting. PASS funds are excluded when determining SSI eligibility. These can 
be used to obtain training or education, purchase occupational equipment, establish a business, etc. 

Substantial Gainful 
Activity (SGA)

An evaluation of work activity, generally based on earning guidelines. SGA is one of the criteria used to 
determine initial eligibility for benefits. It is also used to determine continuing eligibility for SSDI beneficiaries 
who work. 

SSDI Social Security Disability Insurance authorized under Title II of the Social Security Act

SSI Supplemental Security Income program authorized under Title XVI of the Social Security Act

Subsidies and Special 
Conditions

Supports you receive on the job that may result in more pay than the actual value of the work you perform. The 
actual value of the work you perform, rather than earnings, is used when an SGA decision is made.

Trial Work period 
(TWp)

A period of nine months during which you can test your ability to work or run a business and receive full SSDI 
benefits, if you report your work activity and your impairment does not improve
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